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Spanwise structure of wall pressure on a cylinder in axial flow
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The spanwise structure of wall pressure fluctuations was measured in an axisymmetric turbulent
boundary layer on a cylinder parallel to the mean flow at a momentum thickness Reynolds number
of 2530 and a boundary layer thickness to cylinder radius ratio of 4.81. The measurements were
made using miniature hearing aid type condenser microphones with spanwise separations of 0°, 10°,
20°, 30°, 60°, and 90°. An improved wall pressure power spectrum was obtained at low frequencies
by utilizing a two-point subtraction method to remove low frequency acoustic background noise of
the wind tunnel. The spanwise correlations indicate that the spanwise coherent length of the wall
pressure is 30° (78n/ut or 0.11d!. The spanwise coherence is weak and concentrated in a frequency
band that is substantially lower than the most energetic frequency band of the wall pressure
spectrum. A mode number–frequency decomposition of the wall pressure spectrum indicates that
the greatest quantity of energy is in the circumferential modes nearest zero. Modes24 to 4 contain
most of the wall pressure energy. Conditional sampling by pressure peak and VITA detection
schemes~where VITA was applied to wall pressure to detect strong pressure gradient events!
indicate that the spanwise extent of the high pressure peaks and high wall pressure gradients is 60°
(156n/ut or 0.22d!. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1070-6631~99!00101-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Pressure fluctuations at the wall beneath a turbu
boundary layer are the result of the integrated effect of
velocity fluctuations over the wall.1–3 The wall pressure fluc-
tuations are important in flow induced vibration of structur
and acoustical self-noise of structures moving through flu
Research on wall pressure has centered on planar w
bounded flows with an emphasis on the wall pressure s
trum and the relationship between the velocity fluctuations
a boundary layer and the wall pressure fluctuations. O
situations of practical importance result in boundary lay
on surfaces with significant transverse curvature, such
flow along a long slender cylinder. This particular geome
brings up several unique issues regarding the structure o
turbulent wall pressure. For instance, when the cylinder
dius a is small compared to the boundary layer thicknessd,
the character of the flow is somewhat wake-like and cohe
turbulent structures can pass from one side of the cylinde
the other with relative ease.4,5 This situation could lead to a
strong relationship between the velocity and the wall pr
sure around the cylinder for which there is no analog w
the boundary layer on a flat plate. The cylindrical geome
also suggests a periodicity of the wall pressure around
cylinder with specific mode numbers, the circular analog
spanwise wavenumber. The mode number distribution of
turbulent wall pressure spectrum is of potential importan
in certain sonar applications. In this paper, we experim
tally investigate the spanwise wall pressure relationship
der a turbulent boundary layer on a cylinder in axial flow

The turbulent boundary layer on a cylinder in axial flo
1511070-6631/99/11(1)/151/11/$15.00
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is not significantly different from that on a flat plate when t
boundary layer thickness is of the same order or smaller t
the radius of the cylinder. Ford/a.O(1) the transverse cur
vature of the cylinder begins to alter the characteristics of
flow. The mean velocity profile is fuller and there is an i
crease in the coefficient of friction.6 However, the maximum
turbulence intensity and VITA detected events in a cylind
cal turbulent boundary layer are similar to those of plan
wall-bounded flows suggesting that the near wall structure
the boundary layer is similar to that of planar flows with t
burst–sweep cycle being the underlying mechanism for
generation of turbulence.4,5,7 The majority of studies on cy-
lindrical boundary layers have concentrated on the velo
field, while wall pressure measurements have been few. O
Willmarth and Yang,8 Willmarth et al.,6 and Snarski and
Lueptow7 have made velocity–pressure cross-correlat
measurements, and Nepomuceno and Lueptow9 have made
pressure–shear-velocity cross-correlation measurements

Different spectral bands for the wall pressure correspo
to contributions from velocity fluctuations in different re
gions in the boundary layer based on the use of scaling r
tionships that lead to the collapse of various regions of
wall pressure spectrum or on wall pressure event or corr
tion measurements.7,10–20Turbulent sources in the inner re
gion (y1,30) contribute to the high frequency band of th
wall pressure spectrum.~The 1 superscript denotes nond
mensionalization of the distance from the wally with the
friction velocity ut and the kinematic viscosityn.! Through
the use of conditional sampling techniques~see Wilczynski
et al.21 for a review!, large amplitude wall pressure fluctua
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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152 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 11, No. 1, January 1999 Bokde, Lueptow, and Abraham
tions have been associated with the burst–sw
cycle.7,9,16,17,22–25

Turbulent sources in the log region of the boundary la
(y1.30 to y/d,0.6) contribute to the intermediate fre
quency range of the wall pressure. The turbulent source
the outer region of the boundary layer (y/d.0.6), including
the interface between the boundary layer and the pote
region outside the boundary layer, contribute to the low f
quency portion of the wall pressure spectrum.11,14,16,26

The objective of the investigation described here was
determine the spanwise relationship for the wall pressure
neath a turbulent layer on a long cylinder. This includ
determination of the average spanwise relationship of
wall pressure based on cross correlation, coherence and
cumferential mode decomposition, as well as evaluation
the spanwise relationship of particularly energetic wall pr
sure events.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

This investigation was conducted in a low-speed, lo
noise open circuit wind tunnel shown in Fig. 1. The win
tunnel test section is vertical to eliminate boundary la
symmetry problems associated with cylinder sag due to g
ity. The test section is 3.05 m long with a slightly diverge
0.36 m square cross section resulting in a negligible stre
wise pressure gradient. The test section and inlet section
separately supported by a beam system on the second flo
isolate them from floor vibrations and each other. The fl
ible coupling between the diffuser and fan as well as the
bend and acoustical lining of the diffuser reduce the pro
gation of acoustical noise or vibration from the fan to the t
section. The wind tunnel is identical to that used in our e
lier research7,9,27 with the exception that the muffler on th
blower outlet was removed after finding that it did not redu
noise contamination in the test section. The turbulence in
sity in the test section is less than 0.18% at a free stre
velocity of 12 m/s.

FIG. 1. Sketch of the vertical wind tunnel with a cylinder along its cent
line ~not to scale!. The velocity probe was removed during wall pressu
measurements.
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The 4.72 m long, 0.953 cm OD cylinder was suspend
along the centerline of the test section with its ellipsoid
nose cone 20 cm downstream of the last inlet screen.
nose cone was attached by a wire to a support airfoil loca
above the last 4 screens of the inlet section. The airfoil w
oriented at a right angle to the side of the cylinder contain
the wall pressure microphones to minimize any possible
fect of turbulence downstream of the support. The cylind
consisted of a 3.35 m long upstream section with an ellips
dal nose cone which was fabricated from two sections
0.953 cm OD, 0.16 cm wall acrylic tubing with lengths o
brass tubing inside to add rigidity. The 1.37 m long dow
stream instrumented section was made from 0.953 cm
0.076 cm wall brass seamless tubing that was carefully
lected for its straightness and roundness. The joints betw
the sections were smoothed to assure that the flow was
disrupted. A 1.1 kg weight was attached to the downstre
end of the cylinder to keep it in tension. A spring-loade
foam-lined gripper located 0.5 m downstream from t
probes held the cylinder in position and minimized vibratio
Visual observation using an 8X telescope showed that
transverse oscillation amplitude was less than 0.003 cm
the 10.6 m/s test velocity inducing a wall pressure due to
vibration that is several orders of magnitude smaller than
wall pressure due to turbulence.

A 1.7 mm high O-ring trip was used 2.10 m upstream
the microphones~0.40 m downstream of the beginning of th
test section! to ensure a fully-developed turbulent bounda
layer. This distance corresponds to over 1230 trip height
about 92 boundary layer thicknesses between the trip and
measurement location. The cylinder was centered in the
section by measuring the distances between the cylinder
the duct walls at four axial positions. The alignment with t
flow was confirmed based on measuring the wall shear st
using several 0.056 cm OD, 0.015 cm wall, Preston tubes28,29

positioned around the cylinder just downstream of the mic
phones. Small Preston tubes have been shown to pro
accurate measurements of the wall shear stress on a cyl
based on a flat plate calibration.6,27 The wall shear stress
measured using the Preston tubes varied by less than 2
from the mean indicating that the boundary layer was ess
tially axisymmetric. The streamwise mean velocity profile
the boundary layer measured using a hot wire was slig
fuller than predicted by the cylindrical log law of Luepto
et al.,30 but it was within the expected range of variation.
summary of the experimental and flow conditions are p
vided in Table I, whereU` is the free stream velocity,d*
andu are the displacement and momentum thicknesses f
cylindrical boundary layer,31 and tw is the mean wall shea
stress. Of particular note is that the curvature ratio isd/a
54.81, indicating that the boundary layer is much thick
than the cylinder. Furthermore,a15aut /n5148.5, indicat-
ing that about 10 low-speed streaks could be expec
around the circumference of the cylinder assuming the us
value of 100 wall units for streak spacing.

The pressure fluctuations on the surface of the cylin
due to the turbulent boundary layer were measured us
subminiature electret condenser microphones~Knowles EM-
3068!. The microphones have a pressure port inner diam

-
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of 0.70 mm, corresponding tod15dut /n522 for the flow
conditions. The microphones were calibrated applying
technique used by Snarski32 which calibrates both the ampli
tude and phase of the microphone using a comparison w
reference microphone~Bruel and Kjaer 4134! in a diffuse
sound field. The data from the microphones were sample
20 kHz after low pass filtering at 10 kHz and high pa
filtering at 1 Hz. The microphones were placed at separa
angles off510°, 20°, 30°, 60° and 90° around the circum
ference of the instrumented section of the cylinder. Not
desired angle combinations could be included on one cy
der, so three different instrumented sections were used.
also acted as a check on the repeatability of the data obta
from different instrumented sections at the same angles.

Although the microphones were small enough to fit
side of the cylinder, it was necessary to separate them
tween 1.5 mm and 6.8 mm in the streamwise direction du
their size. The angles between microphones and the co
sponding spanwise and streamwise separations are give
Table II. In this study we assume that when comparing
response of microphone pairs, the spanwise spacing of
microphones is the primary effect, while the axial spacing
microphones is secondary in importance based on the
lowing arguments. First, Willmarth and coworkers6,8 found
that even for the maximum axial separation in our studyx
51.65d* , the maximum cross-correlation between axial
spaced microphones ford/a52 and 4 was nearly 0.5. Eve
higher correlations resulted for smaller axial separations.
our measurements of the cross-correlation between the
crophone spaced axially and circumferentially~shown later
in Fig. 3! have maximum cross-correlations that are sm
fractions of those found by Willmarth for similar separation
Thus, the axial spacing of the microphones makes onl
small contribution to the reduced cross-correlation, while
spanwise separation is clearly the dominant factor. Sec

TABLE I. Experimental and flow conditions.

Experimental conditions Boundary layer condition

Dt150.744~time resolution! d50.0229 m
U`510.6 m/s d/a54.81
r51.189 kg/m3 d* 54.1131023 m
n51.52931025 m2/s u53.6531023 m
a54.7631023 m Reu52530
a15148.5 tw50.271 Pa
d1522 ~microphone resolution! ut50.477 m/s
d/d* 50.17 ~microphone resolution! ut /U`50.045

prms50.618 Pa

TABLE II. Spanwise and streamwise separation of microphones.

Spanwise separation Streamwise separation
f s1 sd x1

10° 26 0.036 84
20° 52 0.073 47
30° 78 0.109 131
60° 156 0.218 84
90° 233 0.327 212
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Willmarth et al.6 found a significant cross-correlation of 0.1
at an axial separation as large asx/d* 58.7, which is 5 times
our maximum axial separation and 25 times our minimu
separation. Third, other results for two-point correlations
the wall pressure fluctuations for a DNS investigation o
turbulent boundary layer on a cylinder33 and wall pressure–
streamwise velocity correlations in a turbulent bounda
layer on a cylinder32 indicate a strong cross-correlation in th
streamwise direction even for zero lag time. Thus, we
sume that the effect spanwise separation between mi
phones was much more important than the effect of
streamwise separation. Of course, the streamwise separ
of microphones required a correction that is based on
convection velocity of structures in the boundary layer,
described later in this paper.

III. SPECTRAL AND CORRELATION RESULTS

The power spectral density of the wall pressure w
computed with the fast Fourier transform using seven in
pendent time series for each microphone~28.7 s total! pro-
viding 560 realizations with 1024 points per realization ha
ing a frequency resolution of 19.53 Hz and a random erro
0.042. In the past studies in our lab, the power spectral d
sity was limited to frequencies between 60 Hz and 5228
due to the low frequency acoustic background noise of
wind tunnel and the poor coherence between the conde
microphones in the cylinder and the calibration micropho
during the calibration at high frequencies.7,9 The high fre-
quency cut-off is of little consequence, since there is vir
ally no energy in the wall pressure at high frequencies.
the other hand, significant low frequency energy is lost
excluding frequencies below 60 Hz. To minimize the effe
of the low frequency wind tunnel noise on the wall pressu
spectrum, a two measurement point subtraction scheme
used to remove the low frequency noise permitting meas
ment of the wall pressure spectrum down to 40 Hz. T
subtraction scheme utilizes time series from two mic
phones that are subjected to the same low frequency b
ground noise but are spatially separated so that the turbu
wall pressure is uncorrelated between them.34 In this case a
pair of microphones separated by 90° were used for ca
lating the spectrum using the subtraction scheme, since
nals from this microphone pair had a negligible correlati
as shown later in this paper. The corrected power spect
of the wall pressure is shown in Fig. 2a along with the fr
stream background noise spectrum. The background n
with the cylinder in place was measured using a Bruel a
Kjaer UA 0436 Turbulence Screen with a 1/2 inch Bruel a
Kjaer 4134 microphone. This system is specifically design
to measure acoustic noise in a flow environment. The eff
tiveness of the two-point subtraction scheme in remov
acoustic noise from the wall pressure spectrum at low
quencies is evident.

Also plotted in Fig. 2a is the wall pressure spectrum
a planar boundary layer at a similar Reynolds numbe35

There is no significant difference between the flat plate m
surements and the cylindrical boundary layer measurem
at high frequencies when plotted in the usual inner variab
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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At low frequencies the differences in the spectra are con
tent with previous researchers.6,8 Since the spectra were ob
tained at similar Reynolds numbers using microphones
similar size, the difference between the spectra can only
attributed to transverse curvature. A useful form in which
plot power spectra to answer this question is the first mom
of the power spectrumv Fpp(v) versus logv, as shown in
Fig. 2b, wherev is the angular frequency andFpp(v) is the
spectral density of the wall pressure. This format provide
visual indication of the relative contribution of a frequen
band to the rms wall pressure because equal areas unde
curve have equal contributions.36 The wall pressure spectrum
of Snarski and Lueptow7 and Nepomuceno and Lueptow9 for
the boundary layer on a cylinder are included in Fig. 2b
comparison. The current spectrum compares favorably w
the previous measurements on a cylinder. Differences
likely caused by slightly different experimental conditio
and experimental error. Willmarth and Yang8 and Willmarth
et al.6 proposed that energy in the wall pressure spectrum
a cylindrical boundary layer is shifted to higher frequenc
for d/a52 and 4 resulting in lower spectral energy conte
at low frequencies and higher spectral energy at high

FIG. 2. ~a! Power spectra of the wall pressure fluctuations in inner sca
~ut , tw , and n!. ---, free-stream noise level; —,d/a54.81, Reu52530
~present!; d, flat plate, Reu53386~Ref. 35!. ~b! First moment of the power
spectra of the wall pressure fluctuations in inner scaling (ut and n! for
cylindrical boundary layers. —,d/a54.81, Reu52530 ~present!; m d/a
55.04, Reu52869 ~Ref. 32!; 1, d/a55.14, Reu52220 ~Ref. 9!; d, flat
plate, Reu53386 ~Ref. 35!.
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quencies than for a flat plate boundary layer. Based on
2b, it appears that there may be only a very slight shift in
distribution of spectral energy with frequency due to tran
verse curvature, at least for small transverse curvature of
order encountered in this study. But differences between
planar and cylindrical wall pressure spectra at low frequ
cies evident in Fig. 2a may result from the scaling variabl
ut andd* , being different for planar and cylindrical bound
ary layers. Plotting the data in Fig. 2b using outer sca
vd* /U` instead of inner scales gives evidence of this.
this case data for the flat plate are shifted to the right so
the data fall below that of the cylinder at low frequencies a
slightly above that of the cylinder at high frequencies.

A new result of the experiments presented here co
pared to the previous measurements in our lab is the
panded range of the spectrum to frequencies belowvn/ut

2

50.028. The current results go to a low enough frequency
that the value of the first moment of the spectrum clea
approaches negligible values. With the first moment of
spectra approaching zero at both high and low frequencie
is evident that all of the spectral energy has been accou
for. Because earlier measurements did not go to as low
frequency, it was not certain that all of the spectral energy
low frequencies was included.

The temporal cross-correlation between the wall pr
sure measured at two microphones provides a measure o
temporal relationship between the two signals. The corre
tion coefficient,rab(t), defined as the cross-correlation no
malized by the rms value of the two wall pressure signals
a delay time oft, was calculated using Fourier transfor
methods. The cross-correlation results were ensemble a
aged over 560 realizations consisting of 1024 data po
along with 1024 zeros to avoid wrap around aliasing.37 The
data were digitally band pass filtered over frequencies
, f ,5228 Hz to avoid problems with low frequency nois
and poor high frequency calibration coherence. Sna
found that such band pass filtering only slightly altered
pressure–velocity correlations but did not change the ch
acter of the correlations.32

The auto-correlation and the cross-correlation coe
cients at the various spanwise separations are shown in
3. The correlation peaks are aligned to a delay time
tU` /d* 50, effectively ignoring the streamwise offset o
the measurement microphones. The auto-correlation, lab
0°, is nearly identical to that obtained by Willmarthet al. for
d/a54.6 The maximum correlation decreases as the sp
wise distance between the pressure probes increases. I
dition there is an accompanying small increase in the wi
of the correlation. The largest angle for which there is
significant correlation is 30°, corresponding to a spanw
separation of s15sut /n578 and s/d50.11, where s
5af. The correlation between the microphones spaced
60° is quite small, while at 90° it is negligible. Based on t
spanwise cross-correlation between the near wall stream
velocity and the wall pressure, Snarski32 found that the ve-
locity was related to the wall pressure peak for angles up
40°. Thus, the results for the spanwise correlation of the w
pressure in Fig. 3 is consistent with that for the pressu
velocity correlation.

g
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Plotting the maximum of the temporal cross-correlati
as a function of dimensionless spanwise separation resu
the spanwise spatial cross-correlation,rab(s), shown in Fig.
4 along with previous measurements and simulations.
three cylindrical boundary layer cases plotted in Fig. 4 r
resent a narrow range of curvature ratios based on o
scales (4.1<d/a<5), but a wide range of inner scaled rad
(43<a1<1359) and Reynolds numbers (414<Reu

<22,300). Also shown is the cross-correlation for the turb
lent boundary layer on a flat plate for comparison. The sp
wise correlation drops to zero more quickly for the cylind
cal boundary layer than for a flat plate boundary. In all cas
the spanwise correlation approaches zero for a separa
angle of about 60°. The similarity between the results
different investigations suggests that an outer scaling is
propriate for the spanwise correlation. Further evidence
this comes from the poor agreement for these cases whe
maximum correlation is plotted as a function of the inn
scaled spanwise distance between microphones,s1, rather
than s/d. When plotted in this way, a stronger correlatio
results as the radius of the cylindera1 increases for similar
spanwise separations. An explanation of the scaling of

FIG. 3. Temporal cross-correlation of the wall pressure fluctuations
various spanwise angles between the microphones.

FIG. 4. Spanwise correlation of the wall pressure as a function of dim
sionless arclength.s, a15149, d/a54.81, Reu52530 ~present!; -•-, a1

543, d/a55, Reu5414 ~DNS! ~Ref. 33!; ---, a151359, d/a54.1, Reu
522 300~experimental! ~Ref. 6!; —, flat plate, Reu538 000~Ref. 10!.
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maximum correlation with outer variables is based on
wall curvature. The curvature of the wall of a cylinder resu
in a turbulence structure ‘‘touching’’ the wall over a limite
spanwise extent, since the wall drops away from the str
ture. The turbulence structures that are large enough to re
in significant spanwise correlation are larger structures wh
scale with the boundary layer thickness. The degree to wh
the turbulence structure ‘‘touches’’ the cylinder is depend
on the ratio of their scales,d/a. Based on this simple geo
metric argument, one would expect for a givend/a the angle
over which the turbulence structure ‘‘touches’’ the cylind
would be independent of inner scales. Thus, the geometr
the boundary layer transverse curvature,d/a, governs the
spanwise relationship for the wall pressure independen
inner scales.

If the geometry of the boundary layer transverse cur
ture does indeed control the spanwise extent over which
pressure is correlated, then changingd/a while keeping the
Reynolds number the same should result in a variation in
angle for which the pressure is correlated around the cy
der. Indeed, Neves and Moin33 found that the angle for
which spanwise correlation extended around the cylinder
creased asd/a increased for the same momentum thickne
Reynolds number. Thus, for a givend/a, the spanwise cor-
relation extends about the same angle around the cylin
regardless of Reynolds number. The angle is dependent
marily upon the geometry,d/a.

The coherence provides a direct indication of t
strength of the relationship between two signals as a func
of frequency. The degree to which two signals are linea
related in the frequency domain can be determined from
coherence, defined as

gab
2 5

uFpapb
u2

Fpapa
Fpbpb

, ~1!

whereF is the single sided spectrum for signalspa and pb

from microphonesa and b. The coherence was compute
using fast Fourier transforms after applying a Hanning w
dow to 533 pairs of subrecords of 1024 points each, wit
resulting frequency resolution ofDv5123 rad/s, or
Dvn/ut

250.00825, and random error of 0.043. The reco
were corrected for the time delay resulting from the sm
streamwise offset of the microphones using the convec
velocity as described later for the event detection schem
The coherence was smoothed using a moving average o
variable number of points. Because of acoustic noise at
frequencies, poor calibration coherence at high frequenc
and the moving average scheme, the results are presente
0.024<vn/ut

2<1.8, a slightly narrower frequency rang
than used for the wall pressure spectra.

The coherence for the microphone pairs at various se
ration angles is shown in Fig. 5. As expected, the cohere
is strongest for the smallest spanwise separation and
creases as the spanwise separation decreases. The gr
spanwise separation for which there is any significant coh
ence isf530° (s1578, s/d50.11), the same as the max
mum angle for significant correlation in Fig. 3. Since on
the large scale pressure structures span the distance bet

r
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microphones, the coherence is strongest at lower frequen
The greatest coherence occurs at frequencies significa
lower than the most energetic frequency band in the sp
trum. For instance, atf510° the coherence has a peak
vn/ut

2'0.1, even though the peak in spectral energy occ
at vn/ut

2'0.35. Thus, only a small portion of the spectr
energy, that at the lowest frequencies, is felt at both tra
ducers.

The coherence between the pressure and the stream
velocity measured aty/d50.095 andy/d50.19 in a similar
boundary layer has elevated levels over the frequency b
0.05<vn/ut

2<0.13, while either closer to the wall or furthe
from the wall the frequency band with elevated levels
lower.7 A similar frequency band for elevated pressur
pressure coherence in Fig. 5 suggests that turbulence s
tures responsible for the relationship in the spanwise pres
are in the same region of the boundary layer and would h
a size of about 0.15d. This scale for the turbulence structur
is consistent with the spanwise separation for significant
herence and correlation,s50.11d. The pressure–velocity
coherence is quite strong for boundary layer-sized struct
at a frequency ofvn/ut

2'0.03.7 The pressure–pressure c
herence shown in Fig. 5 is not particularly large in this fr
quency range suggesting that boundary layer–sized s
tures are not the dominant contributor to the pressu
pressure coherence.

IV. MODE NUMBER DECOMPOSITION OF THE WALL
PRESSURE

The flow-induced excitation of cylindrical structures
most easily expressed in terms of the circumferential m
number. The cross-spectrum for the wall pressure meas
beneath a flat plate boundary layer at two points with stre
wise separationj and spanwise separations, is FPaPb

5F(j,s,v). For this case of a cylindrical boundary laye
the spanwise coordinate in the cross-spectrum is repla
with the arc length,s5af, and the streamwise separation

FIG. 5. Coherence of the wall pressure fluctuations for various span
angle separations between the microphones.
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j'0 resulting in a cross-spectrumF(f,v) for 2p<f
<p. The circumferential modem component of the wall
pressure cross-spectrum is defined as

Fm~v!5
1

2p E
2p

p

F~f,v!e2 imfdf. ~2!

The components of the mode number–frequency spectr
Fm(v), make up the circular analog of the wavenumbe
frequency spectrum. However, the cylindrical geometry
sults in discrete spanwise modes instead of a continu
function of the spanwise wavenumber. Mode 0 correspo
to the circumferentially averaged wall pressure. Modes1m
and 2m are identical due to symmetry. The wall pressu
frequency spectrum at a point,F~v!, is recoverable as the
sum of the spanwise modes,

F~v!5 (
m52`

`

Fm~v!, ~3!

much like the wall pressure frequency spectrum is recov
able from the integration of the wavenumber–frequen
spectrum over all wavenumbers in the planar case.

The circumferential components of modes 0 through 4
the mode number–frequency spectrum were estimated f
the circumferential space–time wall pressure cro
correlations as follows. First, the cross-correlation data w
linearly interpolated inf. For the interpolation, the cross
correlation was assumed to be zero atf5180° based on the
negligible cross-correlation measured atf590°. The inter-
polated cross-correlation data were then Fourier transform
to obtain the cross-spectrum as a continuous function of
gular separation and frequency,F~f,v!. Finally, the mode
number–frequency spectrum was calculated from Eq.~2!.
Alternatively, it would be possible to begin with the cros
spectrum calculated from the raw data rather than the cr
correlation, but this method was not used because it requ
the interpolation of both the real and the imaginary parts
the cross-spectrum inf prior to using Eq.~2! and is more
sensitive to the method of interpolation.

The resulting mode 0 through mode64 spectral levels
are shown in Fig. 6a. The magnitude of the mode numb
frequency spectrum,Fm(v), normalized by the frequency
spectrum,F~v!, is plotted as a function of the nondimen
sional streamwise~convective! wavenumber,kca5va/Uc ,
for convenience, whereUc is the convection velocity. The
spectral levels decrease with an increasing mode number
particular convective wavenumber. Except for mode 0,
mode number spectra have a maximum that appears
higher wavenumber as mode number increases. These re
are consistent with the smaller scale structures associ
with the higher mode numbers. It is also evident that
though the energy in a particular mode decreases with m
number, there is still substantial energy in the higher mod
Nevertheless, much of the energy is included in the mo
shown in the figure. The upper solid curve represents
sum of the contributions of modes24 to 4. Only at higher
wavenumbers is there substantial energy in the modes hi

se
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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than those considered. The mode 0 through 4 spectral le
converge forkca.10 indicating that all spanwise scales co
tribute at higher convective wavenumbers.

A simple model of the mode number–frequency sp
trum can be based on the Corcos model38,39 which approxi-
mates the wall pressure cross-spectrum,F(j,s,v), as a
product of exponentials. The cross-spectrum decays with
creasing streamwise separation,j, and spanwise separatio
s, while convection occurs in the streamwise direction a
velocity Uc . Replacing the spanwise coordinate in the cro
spectrum model for a flat plate geometry with the arc leng
s5af, results in

F~j,f,v!5F~v!@e2auvj/Ucu2 i ~vj/Uc!#@e2buv~af!/Ucu#,
~4!

wherea andb are the streamwise and spanwise decay c
stants, respectively. The convection velocity is assumed c
stant with respect to frequency and spatial separation~j or
f!, although variations inUc as a function of spatial separa
tion could be accounted for using a numerical analysis.40

FIG. 6. Mode number decomposition of the wall pressure spectrum.~a!
Experimental results for modes 0 to 4:s, mode 0;3, modes61; 1, modes
62, * , modes63; d, modes64. The upper solid curve with circles is th
sum of modes24 to 4. The lower solid curve is mode 1 of the model.~b!
Model of modes 0 to64. The solid curves from top to bottom: sum o
modes24 to 4, mode 0, modes61, modes62, modes63, modes64, the
upper solid curve with circles is the sum of experimental modes24 to 4;3,
experimental results for mode61.
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Evaluating~2! using the cross-spectrum model in~4! us-
ing a convective wavenumber,kc5v/Uc , results in

Fm~kc!5F~kc!
bkca@12~21!me2b~kca!p#

p@~bkca!21m2#
. ~5!

This result is very similar to that obtained when transformi
the Corcos model of the wall pressure cross-spectrum
the wavenumber domain using a constant convection ve
ity for a flat plate, except the exponential term in~5! remains
because the field is periodic in the circumferential~spanwise!
direction.

The estimated modem spectrum normalized by the wa
pressure frequency spectrum is shown in Fig. 6b usin
value of 0.5 for the decay constantb. This decay constan
was chosen based on matching the experimental data to
model at high wavenumbers where all modes collapse. Va
ing the value forb acts to shift the curves horizontally. Us
ing a value ofb51.3 results in a better match between t
model and the experimental data for the maximum in
spectra for modes 1 to 4, but does not result in the deca
higher wavenumbers matching the experimental results
very low convective wavenumbers~low frequency!, the
model predicts the wall pressure to be coherent around
entire circumference of the cylinder and hence the mod
pressure asymptotes to the wall pressure spectrum. This
unrealistic result based on the measured decay in the co
ence at large circumferential angles. But the model seem
represent the character of the mode number spectrum fo
higher order modes more realistically, especially at hig
wavenumbers. Nevertheless, the similarity is only qualitat
as is evident by comparing the mode61 results for the
model to experiments~also shown in Fig. 6b!. This is con-
sistent with the failure of the Corcos model to predict t
cross-spectrum on a cylinder8 or in the direct numerical
simulation of a planar boundary layer.41 Nevertheless, the
total energy in modes24 to 4 for the model matches that fo
the experiment quite well.

V. EVENT DETECTION

Local positive peaks in the wall pressure in a wa
bounded turbulent flow are related to shear layers close
the wall.7,9,24,42,43This relationship is bi-directional. That is
when local near-wall shear layers~streamwise accelerations!
are detected, sharp positive peaks in wall pressure occur,
vice versa. This bi-directional relationship supports the c
tention that positive pressure peaks are connected to the
accelerating shear layers associated with the b
cycle.7,9,22–24,42,43Negative pressure peak events, which a
pear with about the same magnitude and frequency as
positive pressure peak events, are not generally assoc
with a particular turbulence structure near the wall, althou
they regularly appear in conjunction with positive pressu
peak events.9,21,25

Typical wall pressure peak events are constructed by
tecting instances when the wall pressure exceeds a pred
mined level and ensemble averaging such occurrences.17 A
positive event occurs when a wall pressure peak exce
kprms, wherek is usually between 2 and 3, and a negati
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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event occurs when a pressure peak is more negative
2kprms. Here we detect significant wall pressure events
one particular microphone and monitor what is happen
simultaneously at other microphones. The ensemble aver
of the pressure peaks are shown in Fig. 7 for both posi
and negative peak detection wherek52.5 and the ensembl
averaged event at the detection microphone is thef50°
curve.~The bracketŝ & represent ensemble averaged qua
ties.! Other curves represent the ensemble averaged sign
microphones separated from the detection microphone by
specified angle.

The streamwise offset between microphones was ta
into account by assuming pure advection of the turbule
field with no distortion at a convection velocity ofUc /U`

based on the time shift associated with the maximum cro
correlation amplitude associated with the particular mic
phone pair. The convection velocity was typicallyUc /U`

50.7660.10 where the range reflects uncertainty for a giv
microphone pair. Snarski and Lueptow7 computed the con-
vection velocity using the pressure–velocity correlations
different streamwise and normal positions to the wall a
found similar convection velocities for the velocity probe
and 169 viscous units from the wall. Furthermore, t
present convection velocity is consistent with the mean c
vection velocity measured using streamwise separated
crophones for cylindrical boundary layers8 and flat plate
boundary layers.10 Both positive and negative detection wa

FIG. 7. ~a! Conditional average of positive pressure peaks (k52.5) at a
spanwise angle of~from largest to smallest att150) f50° ~1829 events!,
f510° ~1829 events!, f520° ~1720 events!, f530° ~1645 events!, f
560° ~1631 events!, f590° ~1652 events!. ~b! The conditional average o
negative pressure peaks (k52.5) at a spanwise angle of~from largest to
smallest att150) f50° ~2031 events!, f510° ~2031 events!, f520°
~1958 events!, f530° ~1815 events!, f560° ~1782 events!, f590° ~1798
events!.
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pressure peaks (f50° in Fig. 7! have time durations of
about 10 viscous time units, a magnitude of approximat
63.3prms, and small humps of opposite sign before and af
the main peak, all of which are consistent with previous e
perimental results7,9,17,21,24,42 and DNS channel flow
results.25

The ensemble averaged pressure signatures at m
phones with spanwise separation from the detection mic
phone are shown in Fig. 7~a! as a function of inner scaled
time, t15tut

2/v, for positive pressure peak events. Atf
510° (s1526) from the detection microphone, the magn
tude of the pressure peak has decreased by nearly two-t
to 1.2prms and the peak has broadened slightly. The sm
humps of opposite sign before and after the main peak
appear at this separation and all greater separations. As
separation angle increases slightly, the magnitude of the p
decreases to 0.4prms at f520° and 0.2prms at f530°, and
the duration of the peak increases, suggesting spanwise
cay of the intensity of the event and smearing in time.
larger separation angles a pressure peak is not evident.
detection schemes detect the strongest peaks, so it ca
assumed that the detected peaks are the center of a pre
event. In other words, the detection scheme filters out
other weaker peaks that exist to the side of the center. T
the spanwise extent to one side from the center of the p
tive pressure peak is aboutf530° (s1578). This leads to a
total spanwise extent of the positive wall pressure peak
about fI 560° (sI 15156, sI /d50.22), where the underba
quantitiesfI andsI represent the total spanwise extent of t
peak structure.

Results based on detection of negative pressure pe
shown in Fig. 7b, show the same trend as positive pres
peaks. The magnitude of the pressure peaks adjacent to
detection microphone decrease from21.1prms at f510°
(s1526) to 20.2prms at f530° (s1578), with a slight
broadening of peak with increased separation. At grea
spanwise separations, there is no significant pressure s
associated with the detected negative peak. Thus, as with
positive pressure peak, the total spanwise extent of the n
tive wall pressure peak is aboutfI 560° (sI 15156, sI /d
50.22).

To check for interference effects of the upstream trigg
microphone on the downstream microphone, the peak de
tion scheme was reversed so that the downstream mi
phone was the detection microphone. The results are in
tinguishable from those shown in Fig. 7. This result has t
implications. First, the upstream microphone does not in
fere with the wall pressure measured at the downstream
crophone. Second, the wall pressure peaks are essen
symmetric from the upstream side to the downstream s
about a spanwise line through the wall pressure peak. T
result is consistent with the symmetry of ensemble avera
wall pressure peak events in a direct numerical simulation
wall-bounded turbulent flow for a trigger level ofk53.25

Near wall shear layer~VITA events! have been shown to
be associated with positive and negative wall pressure p
events around a cylinder for angles up to 40°,32 suggesting a
total spanwise extent of the velocity structure of about 8
The spanwise extent for the spanwise pressure–velo
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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events are slightly larger, but still consistent with the resu
for the wall pressure events shown in Fig. 7. For a D
channel flow, Lueptow25 found the total spanwise extent o
the positive and negative pressure peaks to besI /d50.39 to
0.56, somewhat larger than the present experimental res
The lack of any peak in the wall pressure at larger separa
angles (f560° and 90°! indicates that pressure events a
not large enough to extend around the cylind
Dinkelacker24 obtained similar results for a turbulent flow i
a pipe.

The frequency of occurrence for positive and negat
pressure peak events is of the same order of magnitude
the contribution toprms of both positive and negative excu
sions of the wall pressure from the mean are nearly the s
for this investigation as well as others.15,17,25,44This suggests
that positive and negative events are equally important. W
czynskiet al.21 suggested that the positive and negative pr
sure peaks are part of a larger structure, one in whic
negative pressure peak is upstream of the positive pres
peak resulting in a local adverse pressure gradient. They
tected dual peak events and found that the ensemble a
aged event was a composite of a negative peak upstrea
the positive peak. Astolfi and Forestier45 provided further
evidence for this by detecting on shear layers close to
wall (y1510). They found a negative peak upstream o
positive peak of nearly equal magnitude~positive peak fol-
lowed by a negative peak in time!. Using Taylor’s frozen
field approximation and the relation between the press
gradient and the spanwise vorticity, a local adverse pres
gradient (]p/]x.0 or ]p/]t,0) can be related to an inflec
tional velocity profile,9,25 which can be interpreted as a loc
shear layer in the velocity field. These investigations poin
the adverse pressure gradient as being a characteristic
pressure structure, although Nepomuceno and Lueptow
that a positive pressure peak is always associated wi
streamwise velocity acceleration near the wall regardles
how the pressure peak is detected.9

Variable Interval Time Averaging~VITA ! provides an
effective means of detecting local pressure gradients.
VITA detection technique46 is typically used to detect larg
gradients in the near-wall streamwise velocity associa
with the shear layer of a burst. Applying this technique
pressure fluctuations is unusual, although we have use
successfully to detect wall pressure gradient events.9,25 An
event is said to exist when the short term varian
var(t,T).kprms

2 , whereT is the time over which the shor
term variance is calculated andk is the threshold level. The
number of events detected depend onT andk. Pressure gra-
dient events are further subdivided into negative eve
(]p/]t,0) corresponding to adverse pressure gradie
(]p/]x.0) and positive events (]p/]t.0) corresponding
to favorable pressure gradients (]p/]x,0).

Ensemble averaged adverse pressure gradient even
shown in Fig. 8 fork51.7 andT1515. These values fork
and T are based on obtaining a similar number of press
gradient events as pressure peak events and are simil
those used by Nepomuceno and Lueptow.9 The ensemble
averaged adverse pressure gradient event at the detectio
crophone (f50°) has a larger positive peak amplitud
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(1.7prms) than negative peak (21.4prms). Lueptow25 and
Nepomuceno and Lueptow47 found the negative peak to b
slightly larger in magnitude than the positive peak. The r
son for the difference is not clear and not particularly imp
tant for this analysis.

At the microphone that isf510° (s1526) from the
detection microphone, the relative magnitudes of the posi
and negative peaks are equal to one another and have
creased to 0.7prms. The magnitude of the peaks continue
decrease with increasing separation so that byf530°, the
adverse pressure gradient signature is barely evident. T
this separation appears to define the spanwise edge o
structure. The resulting spanwise extent of the adverse p
sure gradient is aboutfI 560° (sI 15156 or sI /d50.22),
again assuming that the detection signal is at the center o
event. This is the same spanwise extent as was found b
on pressure peak detection. In a turbulent channel fl
Lueptow25 found that for an adverse pressure gradient
spanwise extent ofsI /d50.39, somewhat larger than th
present results for the boundary layer on a cylinder.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The present investigation succeeded in quantifying
lowest frequency range (vn/ut

2<0.028) of the power spec
trum of the wall pressure fluctuations through the use o
two-point subtraction scheme. With the better resolution
the low end of the spectrum than has been previou
achieved, nearly all of the spectral energy is included in
spectrum. The spanwise correlation and coherence result
dicate that the wall pressure is related, on average, abou
around the cylinder corresponding to 78n/ut or 0.11d. Com-
paring the cross-correlation results to other similar res
indicates that the spanwise correlation is best scaled on o
scales. This scaling can be attributed to the degree to w
a turbulence structure that scales with the boundary la
thickness ‘‘touches’’ the cylinder wall, which is clearly in
dependent of the inner scalingn/ut . As a result, regardles
of Reynolds number, turbulent boundary layers with simi
ratiosd/a will have similar scaling for the spanwise relation
ship of the wall pressure around the cylinder, measured
terms of either the angle or the spanwise distance scaled

FIG. 8. The conditional average of adverse pressure gradients (k52.5) at a
spanwise angle of~from largest to smallest att1525) f50° ~1726
events!, f510° ~1923 events!, f520° ~1879 events!, f530° ~1726
events!, f560° ~1755 events!, f590° ~1732 events!.
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an outer scale. The coherence between two micropho
separated in the spanwise direction is weak. The pea
coherence is in a frequency band substantially lower than
most energetic frequency band of the power spectrum.
low frequency coherence indicates that the larger eddie
the flow dominate the spanwise coherence.

The decomposition of the wall pressure spectrum i
the first five circumferential modes indicates that the mo
numbers nearest zero contribute most significantly to
wall pressure spectrum, particularly at low frequencies.
higher frequencies, the contributions for all mode numb
are similar. Most of the spectral energy is recovered
modes 24 to 4. A simple model of the mode number
frequency spectrum based on the Corcos wall pressure s
trum model for a flat plate boundary layer reflects the qu
tative character of the experimental mode number–freque
spectrum but fails to match quantitatively at all frequenci

Particularly energetic events that are isolated from
wall pressure time record using either pressure peak de
tion or pressure gradient detection are related over a gre
distance in the spanwise direction compared to the turbu
field on average. The spanwise extent of these pres
events is 60°~0.22d! around the cylinder. Thus, these ene
getic wall pressure structures do not extend around the
inder but appear randomly around it.
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